
The Forest Breathes / Tāne-whakapiripiri

Nathan Homestead 22 August-20 September 2015

A healthy kauri forest is a wealth of diverse life, a delicate ecological network of 
interdependence, within which the kauri tree is a keystone species. Around and on 
the kauri a host of other species live and thrive, some of them only found in asso-
ciation with kauri. Late to this relationship, people have also flourished in Aotearoa/
New Zealand, prospering from their relationship with kauri, though at a cost to our 
landscape which we seek now to redress. Once a powerful presence across North-
ern Aotearoa, from Waikato to Cape Reinga, kauri forest now exists in scattered 
fragments. This exhibition explores the forest/ngahere through the interrelationships 
between part and whole. 

The title The Forest Breathes/Tane Whākapiripiri  refers to this idea that plants quite 
literally create/recycle the air we all need to keep breathing. It also references the 
concept of shared breath that underlies the practice of hongi as a greeting that, 
in sharing the breath of life together, we are united, bound to each other. Tane 
Whākapiripiri is the aspect of Tane that signifies connected biodiversity, uniting the 
children of Tane - plants, birds, insects, people, and all the life-forms that together 
make up the breathing forest. 

When the forest breathes, we all breathe
Curated by Ariane Craig-Smith and Chris McBride for The Kauri Project
Established in 2013, The Kauri Project is a curatorial endeavour to collaborate with artists, 
scientists, iwi and community to expand awareness of the crucial place of kauri in our biologi-
cal and cultural landscape, and the threat posed to this unique species by kauri dieback 
disease. 

Kauri ki Uta, Kauri ki Tai
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Charlotte Graham
Kotahi te ha, kotahi te oranga, 2015
Mixed media, shell on retro board

Utua te kino ki te pai (Turn the negative to a positive), 2012
Mixed media, shell on retro board

(Pou) Hine, 2015 
Mixed media, hardboard, trade-aid handmade paper, pva

Kauri ora, 2015
Mixed media, shell on retro board

(Pou) Turangamanu, 2015
Mixed media, hardboard, trade-aid handmade paper, pva

(All works for sale, P.O.A.)

“For this exhibition I have chosen to focus on the life within a forest and the healing 
qualities of Papatuanuku. The current works explore holistic wellbeing and are dedi-
cated to songs of gratitude and good thoughts. 

The work depicts our native birds of New Zealand perched on painted pou or recycled 
retro mirrors. I like to term it bird blessings. For this show, manu are presented perched 
in resting mode. In the paintings they speak to us. They urge us to see them, to hear 
them, to listen and to act. 

The colour palette is an extension from aurosoma - a form of healing through intuitive 
colour therapy. Many of the birds portrayed are showered in vibrant pastel raindrops, 
which is symbolic of a pure/clearing ritual. The Painted yellow-gold rings symbolize 
the Wao nui a taane through the kauri rings. The Pou are reminders that we are con-
nected. That we are all one. 
Mauriora”

Charlotte Graham is of Ngati Kotimana and Waikato descent - Ngati Mahuta, Ngai Tai ki Tamaki, 
Ngati Tamaoho, Ngati Whanaunga, Ngati Paoa and Te Kawerau a Maki. Graham is a well-known 
Maori artist, educator and researcher whose work responds to political issues and incorporates 
healing. She has a postgraduate diploma in teaching and also in Maori Visual Arts from Massey 
University, Palmerston North. Born in 1972, Graham lives in West Auckland with her four children.



A.D.Schierning / Clinton Watkins
This is not an archive, 2015
5 digital prints, 5 channel audio. 
Photographs taken by Sam Hartnett

“Tane Mahuta is New Zealand’s most signifi-
cant tree, a kauri tree located in the Waipaoa 
Forest, Northland that is estimated to be two 
thousand years old. Significant for its age, 
size and beauty, Tane Mahuta is also legend-
ary, named for the god of the forest. In Maori 
mythology Tane was one of the sons of Ranginui the sky father and Papatuanuku the 
earth mother. Using his strength he pushed his parents apart and allowed life to flour-
ish as he covered his mother in plants. Kauri Dieback is threatening this god of the for-
est, and champion of the natural world. Tane Mahuta is in danger of being destroyed. 

This series of five photographs of Tane Mahuta, all set at slightly different angles of ap-
proach, give the viewer the sense of walking past this majestic tree. The photographs 
are each of hyper-real definition, with each of the five images being shot five times at 
different light exposures and then collated. The sound component is a five-channel 
composition of environmental recordings taken at various locations where kauri reside, 
utilised in a restrained manner in conjunction with subtle sonic textures that evoke a 
sense of tension. 

This is not an archive is intended to give the viewer an experience of being within the 
endangered kauri ecosystem, and in the presence of Tane Mahuta  - it is not intended 
to be an archive.”

A.D.Schierning was born in Matamata in 1976. She graduated from Elam, University of Auckland, 
in 1999 with a BFA and In 2009 with a Post Graduate Diploma. In 2001 she was awarded a 
residency at the Goethe Institute Berlin.
A.D. has exhibited prolifically over the past fifteen years both nationally and internationally. Recent 
shows /projects include; 2015 Hauora Garden at Studio One Toi Tu, 2014/15, Other Waters at Te 
Tuhi Centre for the Arts, 2010 Freedom Fruit Gardens at Te Tuhi Centre for the Arts, 2009. A.D. 
lives and works in Auckland.

Clinton Watkins investigates affect through the construction of combined immersive experiences 
of sound, colour and scale. Work focuses on the characteristics, structures, phenomena, and 
processing of sonic and visual material. Installations incorporate found and custom-made audio 
and video hardware to create repetition, distortion, duration and form, distilled via a minimal-
ist sensibility. He has exhibited in solo and curated group exhibitions throughout New Zealand, 
Australia, Europe, Asia and the United States. He is represented by Starkwhite Gallery, Auckland. 
Watkins is also a practicing experimental musician who regularly produces and performs as a solo 
artist and collaboratively, most recently working with artist Santiago Sierra and performing along-
side legendary free jazz saxophonist Peter Brötzmann. He holds a Doctoral Degree from Elam 
School of Fine Arts, lectures in experimental time-based media and is the Programme Leader of 
the Bachelor of Creative Technologies degree at AUT.

Denise Batchelor 
Kauri Snail, 2013 
HD video, duration 05:49
Courtesy of the artist

“Kauri Snail was a video hard won. Just before dawn one morning I headed out with 
uncharacteristic intention. Braced with insider knowledge and perfect weather condi-
tions, I hoped to track and trace their existence. Conceding defeat many hours later, it 
was not until the next morning when driving to an unrelated destination, that I spotted 
one in the headlights, about to cross the road in front of me. Such is the joy of seren-
dipity.”

Ruru,  2011.
HD video, duration 03.00 mins
Courtesy of the artist

“All seeing and all knowing, Ruru depicts 
a silent native owl who is a tohu of vary-
ing magnitudes. To some, the sound of 
the Ruru is considered a signifier of the 
underworld. Denise Batchelor’s moving 
image work is immersive and visually rich, 
but the silence is deafening. Embody-
ing the same silence often heard in the 
forests of Aotearoa New Zealand, the missing element of sound highlights the loss of 
life and knowledge that is evident in our national narrative. Ruru offers a glimpse into a 
world rarely seen, affirming the tenacity of the natural environment and recognising the 
mana associated with narratives and knowledge.”

Based in Auckland until recently, Denise Batchelor has adopted somewhat of a nomadic lifestyle 
these days, following her subjects wherever they may take her. Working in digital media, both still 
and moving image, Batchelor responds to site-specific environments, revealing moments often 
overlooked and time as somehow suspended. 

Batchelor has exhibited widely in public and dealer galleries, art centers and festivals, won the 
Waikato River Art Awards 2014 and was a recipient of the Auckland Council Regional Parks 
Residency in 2013. A finalist in numerous national awards includes The Parkin Prize, Wallace Art 
Awards, New Zealand Contemporary Art Award and Estuary Art Award. Her work is held in public 
and private collections including The Wallace Arts Trust and Auckland Council.



Zoe Lyle
Kauri Bark, 2015
Digital print

The kauri tree constantly sheds its bark to prevent plants from colonising its huge trunk 
and to prevent insects from making their homes in the bark. Large scales of bark fall 
and collect at the base of the tree shedding away any mosses or lichen and keeping 
the tree healthy. This image is a small section from an 800 year old kauri. The blue-grey 
colours can be seen as well as the scattered pore-like lenticels. The lenticels enable 
gases to exchange between the outer environment and the internal tissues.

Tangle fern Gleichenia microphylla, 2015
Digital print

This widespread fern is also known as tangle fern and maybe distinguished from its 
close relative G. dicarpa by its slightly triangular pinnule segments. The word micro-
phylla means small leaf and as a common fern in coastal and lowland regions, it can 
be seen easily and observed by its striking hexagonal like growth pattern.

Kauri greenhood Pterostylis brumalis, 2015
Digital print

From the orchid family these tiny little plants are 
virtually confined to kauri forests. Also known as the 
‘winter greenhood’, they like to be grouped together 
in shady areas and can be found in kauri leaf litter 
close to the trunks of these giant trees.  The name 
Pterostylis means winged column and this orchid 
also has a prominently curved dorsal sepal making 
its appearance distinctively cobra-like. 

Zoe Lyle is a British born and New Zealand based pho-
tographer and biologist. A natural adventurer, she has 
grown up with photography and started shooting at an 
early age.  A firm believer that science and art are not to 
be separated, she has formal education backgrounds in 
both marine and terrestrial biology and photography. This 
has led to working in science communication through a 
variety of written and visual media.  Zoe has a keen interest in environmental education and tutors 
photography at Auckland Zoo, taking workshops for all ranges of skills.   

Kauri Choir
KAURI RITES
A sonicsfromscratch project: 2015 
Single channel HD video. Duration: 
8:20

Kauri Rites, is an eco-performance 
action in two Kauri forest locations, 
Albany and Titirangi, performed by 
the KAURI CHOIR. 

In Albany, the Kauri are severely 
afflicted by dieback, a water-borne 
pathogen slowly killing off the iconic Kauri in numerous forest locations in the North-
land region of Aotearoa / New Zealand. In Titirangi the forest is a pristine, sanctuary of 
young Kauri, unaffected yet by dieback.

(All dieback spray and shoe cleaning precautions were taken before and after entering 
each forest location).

Kauri forest reserve performances, Albany and Titirangi. March 1st, 2015.
Kauri Choir performers:
Inda Yasan, Len Matthews, Yolanda Van der Bemd, Julia Barry, Adrian Croucher, Ca-
milla Dadson, Nik Beat, Ivan Mrsic, Jeremy Hantler, Georgina Hart, Gwynn Sturdevant, 
Margie Thomson, Peter Willis, Jyoshna LaTrobe, Phil Dadson, Marianne Schumacher, 
Julian Chote, Colin Woods, Tejo Van Schie, Nalini Singh
Also featured: Francis Gallichan-Stewart, Edith Gallichan-Stewart, Emory Douglas
Camera: Phil Dadson, Thomas Hinton, Mandy Herrick, Johan Daniel Apiata 
Production assistance: Chris McBride, Orlando Stewart

Phil Dadson (sonicsfromscratch) is a groundbreaking sound and intermedia artist with a trans-
disciplinary practice including solo performances and exhibitions; building experimental musical 
instruments and sonic objects, digital video/audio and installation, music composition, graphic 
scores and drawing, sound sculptures and improvisations with invented instruments, etc.

Following membership of the foundation group for Scratch Orchestra (London 1969), Dadson 
founded Scratch Orchestra (NZ), and later New Zealand’s most original rhythm/performance 
group From Scratch (1974) – known internationally for its funky rhythms & intermedia performanc-
es on original instruments. In 2001 Dadson was made an Arts Foundation Laureate. He regularly 
exhibits and performs in New Zealand and overseas.



Rongomai Primary School

Drawing for a carved pou 2015

Rongomai Primary School in Otara has been working with local carver Chris Wade 
to create a Kauri-themed art piece in the shape of a pou. After exhibition at Nathan 
Homestead, the design will be used to create an actual pou with Chris, which the 
students will be involved in carving. The pou will then be placed next to a small stand 
of Kauri trees the students have planted next to their school. 

The students at Rongomai school have been working on several Kauri projects and 
wanted a taonga of the land that they can connect with to signify their kaitiakitanga 
(guardianship) for the land and these trees. By learning to carve the students will get to 
further connect with their local land and traditions. 

For the design the students wanted to include the prominent cultures at their
school - Samaon, Tongan, Nuiean, Maori and Cook Island. The students said the
Kauri trees are like them and so they wanted to include symbols that represent
growth and strength. Inside each swoosh are patterns of strength from each
culture. The two most prominent cultures, Samoan and Maori are the end swooshes 
and the triangles are for poems. 

We hope you enjoy our art piece! 

Nikita Year 5 
Geena Year 5 
Sherntz Year 6 
Tonga Year 6 
Sherbyn Year 5 

THE KAURI PROJECT POSTERS
In early 2014, five contemporary artists and designers Charlotte Graham, Philip Kelly, 
Tessa Laird, Natalie Robertson and Haruhiko Sameshima were commissioned to pro-
duce new works for poster prints addressing the social, cultural and historical value of 
the kauri tree, one of our most beloved native species, in the face of the threat posed 
by kauri dieback disease. These works were produced as both art prints and as give-
away posters, to spread knowledge of kauri dieback disease.

Later in 2014, through a competition run in collaboration with Te Uru Waitakere Con-
temporary Gallery, designs by two young artists, Radhe Hermann-Cartwright of Laing-
holm Primary School and Acacia Thompson of Massey High School, were selected 
as the next works to be made as Kauri Project Posters. These works are displayed 
alongside the work by Rongomai School.

It is our ambition that in the future further works will be commissioned by artists across 
the kauri region to build on this series.

Poster Prints displayed downstairs:

Charlotte Graham Te Wai o Te Kauri, 2014
My work depicts a variety of manu / birds, as they are 
the children of Tane Mahuta (god of the forest). Kauri is 
the tuakana, the elder of all trees. Kauri gifts us waka, 
representing balance, and kauri gum represent tears 
or grief. Kauri bark nurtures other plants, nourishing 
and conditioning its own root systems. Native birds are 
scribed in colours pertaining to their natural cloak over 
the kauri ring - the blueprint to whakapapa. Like a cho-
rus, these manu speak in both Maori and English.
Tiakina I te whenua (protect the land).  
Tiakina I te kauri (protect the kauri).
Kia whakatika ra (correct it now).
Kauri, love, education and more.
The manu speak of their habitat, our environment, asking 
us to focus on kauri and the disease kauri dieback, which 
is slowly killing our elder tree. They ask that we listen, 
learn and, like the song’s chorus, educate ourselves in 
how we can help stop the spreading of this disease when 
we enter into the forest.

Haruhiko Sameshima Trounson Kauri Park, 2002
This image is from eco-Tourism, a project I began in 
1994. Focusing on four sites of culture – high cultural 
institutions, consumer institutions, tourist sites, the 
landscape and environment – this body of work maps 
out cultural display strategies found in New Zealand, 



and explores larger questions around photography as 
a discipline – its documentation of, and participation in, 
spectacle. I photographed landscapes using an aesthetic 
approach that referenced photographs in the near-by 
museum and gallery collections. In this sense eco-
Tourism is a dual project: about relationships between 
attractions and money (the tourism industry), and about 
the history of photography and the way our country has 
been imaged over two centuries.
Haru Sameshima is an Auckland-based photographer, 
publisher and occasional writer, and part-time teacher 
of photography in tertiary art schools. On-going photo-
graphic projects include ‘eco- Tourism’ and ‘Souvenir’, 
a series exploring international tourist sites. His work has 
been widely published and exhibited in New Zealand and 
overseas.

Philip Kelly IHI, 2014.
Ihi means power or life-force. When seeing large kauri 
the onlooker is filled with the feeling of wehi (awe). This 
image was taken at home in Titirangi in early 2013 - the 
fallen leaves of a large living tree under stress after the 
long dry summer. The image implies an environment 
under pressure, yet depicts part of the natural process 
of a living kauri. The hand drawn type echoes stands of 
young kauri in the forests of Waitakere. This lettering, in 
combination with the image, seeks to communicate the 
value of kauri as a natural taonga requiring the greatest 
care and protection. 
Based in Titirangi, Auckland, Philip Kelly works in visual 
communications. His 30-year career encompasses 
graphic design, art direction, typography, and photogra-
phy, alongside sporadic exhibiting of his own artwork. In 
2013 Philip co-curated and designed exhibition We Will 
Work With You: Wellington Media Collective 1978 - 1998 
with Chris McBride, for The Adam Art Gallery, Wellington. 

Natalie Robertson Kauri Camouflage, 2014
The phrase ‘Kauri Ki Uta, Kauri Ki Tai,’ was gifted to The 
Kauri Project by Te Roroa artist Will Ngakuru, a call for 
kauri to once more clothe the landscape from mountain 
to sea. The photograph depicts the classic kauri bark 
‘camouflage’ pattern, taken from a tree on Kohu Rd, Titi-
rangi, overlaid with the shadow of a recently dead kauri on nearby Tanekaha St. Kauri 
dieback spores are unseen, spreading hidden within the soil. The dead kauri foreshad-

ows what lies ahead if we can’t halt that spread.
Born in Kawerau, New Zealand, Natalie Robertson (Ngati Porou, Clan Donnachaidh) 
makes photographic and moving image works that explore Maori knowledge practices 
and cultural landscapes. Her practice engages with conflicting settler and indigenous 
relationships to land and place. She has exhibited extensively throughout New Zealand 
and internationally. Robertson is also a founding member of the Auckland-based 
collective Local Time, which facilitates site-specific projects that speak to local and 
indigenous contexts. 

Tessa Laird Cosmic Tree, 2014
The Tree of Life is a pan-cultural symbol that occupies a central role in various cos-
mologies as the giver of life and the font of knowledge. This design references a few of 
those traditions, including Yggdrasil, the cosmic tree of Norse Mythology; Nookomis 
Giizhig, or Grandmother Cedar to the Ojibway of North America; and of course, our 
own Tane Mahuta, who brought us into Te Ao Marama, the world of light. The Tree of 
Life sustains ecosystems – in Aotearoa, Kauri provide roosting habitats for our endan-
gered native bats (pekapeka). The Tree of Life provides potent symbolism, reminding 
us to be grounded and strong while still reaching for the stars. Trees of Life are cel-
ebrated in the Árbol de la Vida candelabras of Mexico, as well as the Menorah of Juda-
ism. Here, lighted candles also reference the pagan tree worship of Old Europe, which 
lives on in the Christmas tree tradition. These candles are both a celebration of the life 
force of New Zealand Kauri, and mourning for the ongoing loss of these gentle giants. 
Unless we can reawaken our ancestral reverence for trees by placing them back at the 
centre, not just the margins of our lives, we may lose them forever.
Tessa Laird is an Auckland-based artist, writer and lecturer. She recently completed 
her Doctorate of Fine Arts at the University of Auckland, looking at the revolutionary 
potential of colour, including the psychedelic poster art of the 1960s. In 2013 Tessa’s 
book of fictocritical writings on colour, A Rainbow Reader, was published by Clouds.

The limited edition posters artworks are available direct from The Kauri Project. Please 
email kauri@thekauriproject.org. Each artork is $230 plus post and packaging.

The editions are also available from Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery, Titirangi.
Please check: www.teuru.org.nz/index.cfm/shop/Prints/ 



SAVE OUR KAURI FORESTS
They are dying from kauri dieback disease
It spreads by soil movement
ACT NOW to help stop it

What is kauri dieback?
Kauri dieback is a fungus-like disease that is specific to New Zealand kauri and kills 
trees of all ages and sizes. It is spread mainly through soil movement on equipment 
such as footwear, machinery and mountain bikes. 

What happens to kauri?
Microscopic spores in the soil infect kauri roots and damage the tissues that carry 
nutrients within the tree. Infected trees show a range of symptoms including yellow-
ing of foliage, loss of leaves, dead branches and lesions that bleed gum at the base 
of the trunk. Nearly all infected kauri die. In the past 10 years, kauri dieback has killed 
thousands of kauri in New Zealand.

Why is it important?
Without action to control the spread of this disease, we may lose the kauri forest 
ecosystem for good. Kauri trees are national icons for all New Zealanders and a taonga 
(treasure) of great significance to Maori. Entire ecosystems depend on this significant 
species. 

What can be done?
Scientists are currently working to find control tools for this disease but there is no 
known treatment at this time. The only way we can save our kauri forests is to contain 
the disease in its current locations and stop the spread into healthy areas. 

When you are around kauri:
• Make sure shoes, tyres and equipment are cleaned to remove all visible soil 
and plant material before AND after visiting kauri forest
• Use cleaning stations installed on major tracks: scrub to remove all soil and 
spray with disinfectant.
• Stay on the track and off kauri roots
• Spread the word: tell others about this issue a
nd how they can help.

We all need to work together to ‘keep kauri standing’ 
for future generations. 

For more information visit www.kauridieback.co.nz
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